Program
Overview
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A new
generation
of literacy has arrived.
ReadyGEN is a K-6 integrated literacy program that accelerates learning for all
by presenting modeled reading experiences with authentic text. Students engage
in practice, build motivation, and improve their reading stamina.

Authentic Text at the Core of Instruction
Puts a library of 12 authentic trade books in the hands of every child.

Built with Results in Mind
Back-mapped for success to ensure all activities meet rigorous standards.

Broadens Accessibility to Complex Texts and Tasks
Point-of-use scaffolds, strategic support, and individualized intervention
accelerate learning for all.
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Authentic Text at the
Core of Instruction
Unlike other core reading programs, ReadyGEN lets you teach
with full-length, authentic literature, not a basal anthology.

Tradebooks
ReadyGEN provides 12 full-length, authentic literary and informational
texts at every grade.
•	Meets text complexity requirements and the suggested percentage
of fiction to nonfiction selections.
•	Develops a body of knowledge focused on the unit theme
and the Enduring Understanding within each module.
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Authentic
Texts
Text Collection
Topically related reads span multiple genres
and cultures.
•	Includes poetry, primary sources,
and biographies.
•	Tied to content-area standards that
build a broad range of knowledge
and literacy experience
in a multitude of texts.

GRADE

Text Collection

Sleuth
A collection of short, high-interest
reading selections to sharpen
students’ critical thinking skills.

Leveled Text Library
A broad range up to 60 conceptually connected texts at
each grade provide an on-ramp to ReadyGEN Essential
Questions, Enduring Understandings, and unit themes.
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Three-Step Assessment
for Instruction
ReadyGEN provides multiple assessment opportunities for you to monitor
students’ progress toward college and career readiness.

Step 1

Step 2

Beginning of the Year
Assessments

Frequent and
Ongoing Assessment

Use the Baseline Assessment to determine
instructional needs for students at the start
of the year.

•

Use the Teacher’s Guide to
access formative assessments
and point-of-use scaffolds.
Use the Scaffolded Strategies
Handbook to help students
unlock text and writing.

•

Selection Tests for each anchor
text and supporting selection
in a module provide ongoing
opportunities to assess students’
comprehension of ReadyGEN
selections and associated skills.

Performance-Based
Assessments
These assessments at the end
of each module are the engine
that drive all tasks and promote
positive outcomes by allowing
students to connect their
learning through reading,
writing, and exploring text.
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Assessment

Step 3
End-of-Unit Assessments

UNIT 3 • Module A • The Winners’ Choice

Language Analysis

UNIT 3 • Module A • The Winners’ Choice

Writing

Name

Name

Directions: Read each question. Then fill in the bubble next to the best answer.

Directions: Read the prompt and write sentences in response.

11. Read this sentence from The Winners’ Choice.

In The Winners’ Choice, the team uses its money to fix a
soccer field. What other ideas did the team have for spending
its money? Use words such as first and last.

Their soccer field was ruined in the earthquake.
What word could the author have used that means almost
the same thing as ruined?
played

missed

harmed

1 Copyright © Pearson Education, Inc., or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

1 Copyright © Pearson Education, Inc., or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Phonics
Directions: Circle a word to finish each sentence. Write the word.

ship

shoe

12. He tied his

.
small

ball

plate

plan

13. I like to play with a

.

14. Put your food on a

.
bike

15. He likes to ride his

kite

Unit Assessments measure student progress in
reading comprehension, vocabulary analysis, and
writing, and are modeled after expectations for
new assessments aligned to rigorous standards.

.

Unit 3 • Module A • Selection Test 9 5
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Unit 3 • Module A • Selection Test 9

Need additional data points?
Savvas Realize enables teachers to create custom tests
or build a test from an item bank of questions.
College & Career Readiness and Balanced Practice Tests and
Performance Tasks will familiarize students with the various
item types that appear in next-generation assessments such as:
• Technology-enhanced items • Constructed response items
• Evidence-based selected
• Extended response items
response items
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Path to College and
Career Readiness
ReadyGEN helps educators teach responsively. It empowers teachers to grow their
knowledge base by studying what learners do when they read and write.

UNIT

Module A

Every lesson follows the Gradual Release of Responsibility Model
with the goal of building independent readers and writers.
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Module B

College
and Career
Readiness

Unit Themes
Kindergarten

Grade 1

Grade 2

Unit 1
Living Together:
This is Home
Unit 2

Connecting to Understanding
Our World
Communities

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

Observing
the World
Around Us

Becoming
Researchers

Depending on
Each Other

Treasuring
History

Understanding
Then and Now

Becoming a
Classroom
Citizen

Making
Decisions

Connecting
Character,
Culture, and
Community

Interactions
in Nature
and Culture

Finding
Courage

Exploring
Earth and
Its Forces

Predicting Change

Making
Choices

Building Ideas

Seeking
Explanations

Exploring
Impact
and Effect

Understanding
the Universe

Defining
Courage and
Freedom

Learning About
Each Other
and the World

Planting for
the Future

Facing
Challenges
and Change

Becoming an
Active Citizen

Creating
Innovative
Solutions

Exploring
New Worlds

Innovating
for the Future

——

——

——

——

——

——

——

——

Unit 3

Unit 4

Unit 5

Knowing About
Patterns and
Structures

Observing the
Pioneering
Messages of
New Ideas and
the Natural
New Worlds
World

Unit 6
Exploring
Communities

Celebrating
Diversity

Changing the
World

The unit themes emphasize the common characteristics
of a unifying concept and promote in-depth understanding.
6 units, Grades K-2; 4 units, Grades 3-6
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Plan and Pace Instruction
The Module Overview identifies the instructional focus, or what readers, writers,
and learners are expected to know and do. These expectations fall in line with the
goals for the Performance-Based Assessment.

UNIT 1 • MODULE B

Overview

Readers understand that informational texts have main topics that are
supported by key details.
READYGEN LESSONS

Foundational
SkillS

REadinG inStRuCtional FoCuS
Text Talk / Close Read / Text Analysis

indEPEndEnt REadinG
Process and Strategy

WRitinG
inStRuCtional
FoCuSthe indEPEndEnt
Writers
understand
importance WRitinG
of clearly

lESSonS 1–7

Consonant Blends

Identify the Main Topic of a Text

P Engagement and Identity
S Comprehension

Use Text and Photos

lESSONS 1–7

Friends Around the World

lESSonS 8–10
The House on Maple Street

lESSONS 8–10
The House on Maple Street

lESSon 11–12
Friends Around the World and
The House on Maple Street
lESSON 11–12
Friends Around the World and
The House on Maple Street
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ConvEntionS
introducing
a topic and

Write a Caption

Identify Adjectives

FOuNDATiONAl
SkillS

READiNG iNSTRuCTiONAl FOCuS
Text Talk / Close Read / Text Analysis

iNDEPENDENT READiNG
Process and Strategy

WRiTiNG iNSTRuCTiONAl FOCuS

iNDEPENDENT WRiTiNG

CONvENTiONS

P Engagement and Identity
P SEngagement
and Identity
Comprehension
S Comprehension

Use Facts and Definitions
Use Text and Photos

Describe a Place Using Facts
Write a Caption

Identify Adjectives
Identify Adjectives

Consonant Blends
High-Frequency Words;
Consonant Blends

Ask and Answer Questions to Understand
Identify
a Text How Details Develop a Topic

P Engagement and Identity
P SEngagement
and Identity
Comprehension
S Comprehension

Write About a Topic
Use Facts and Definitions

Write Questions About a Topic
Describe a Place Using Facts

Adjectives
Identify Adjectives

High-Frequency Words;
Consonant
ConsonantBlends
Blends

Describe Steps in a Process
Ask and Answer Questions to Understand
a Text

P Engagement and Identity
P SEngagement
and Identity
Comprehension
S Comprehension

Write About the Author’s Purpose
Write About a Topic

Write to Identify Author’s Purpose
Write Questions About a Topic

Understand Adjectives
Adjectives

Consonant Blends
High-Frequency Words;
Consonant Blends

Use Captions to Understand a Text
Describe Steps in a Process

P Engagement and Identity
P SEngagement
and Identity
Comprehension
S Comprehension

Use Facts
Write About the Author’s Purpose

Write a Paragraph Using Facts
Write to Identify Author’s Purpose

Review Adjectives
Understand Adjectives

Endings -s, -ed, -ing
Consonant Blends

Use Key Words To Understand Important
Use
Captions to Understand a Text
Details

P Independence
P SEngagement
Identity
Vocabulary and
Knowledge
S Comprehension

Use Key Words and Phrases to Write
Use Facts

Write Specific Information Using Key Words
Write a Paragraph Using Facts

Adverbs
Review Adjectives

High-Frequency Words;
Endings
Endings-s,-s,-ed,
-ed,-ing
-ing

Use Facts to Compare and Contrast Text
Use Key Words To Understand Important
Details

P Independence
P SIndependence
Vocabulary Knowledge
S Vocabulary Knowledge

Understand Linking Words
Use Key Words and Phrases to Write

Use Linking Words to Connect Ideas
Write Specific Information Using Key Words

Use Adverbs
Adverbs

Endings -s, -ed, -ing
High-Frequency Words;
Endings -s, -ed, -ing

Describe the Structure of a Story
Use Facts to Compare and Contrast Text

P Independence
P SIndependence
Comprehension
S Vocabulary Knowledge

Write Conclusions
Understand Linking Words

Write an Informational Paragraph
Use Linking Words to Connect Ideas

Use Adverbs
Use Adverbs

High-Frequency Words;
Endings
Endings-s,-s,-ed,
-ed,-ing
-ing

Use Illustrations to Understand Setting
Describe the Structure of a Story

P Engagement and Identity
P SIndependence
Comprehension
S Comprehension

Use Facts
Write Conclusions

Conduct Research
Write an Informational Paragraph

Use Adverbs
Use Adverbs

Endings -s, -ed, -ing
High-Frequency Words;
Endings -s, -ed, -ing

Identify Author’s Purpose
Use Illustrations to Understand Setting

P Engagement and Identity
P SEngagement
and Identity
Critical Thinking
S Comprehension

Use Descriptive Details
Use Facts

Write Sentences Using Descriptive Details
Conduct Research

Use Adverbs
Use Adverbs

Endings -s, -ed, -ing
Endings -s, -ed, -ing

Use Illustrations to Compare Two Texts
Identify Author’s Purpose

P Engagement and Identity
P SEngagement
and Identity
Comprehension
S Critical Thinking

Compare and Contrast
Use Descriptive Details

Write a Compare-and-Contrast Paragraph
Write Sentences Using Descriptive Details

Contractions
Use Adverbs

High-Frequency Words;
Endings
Endings-s,-s,-ed,
-ed,-ing
-ing

Use Details and Examples to Talk About Text
Use Illustrations to Compare Two Texts

P Stamina
P SEngagement
Fluency and Identity
S Comprehension

Revise and Edit a First Draft
Compare and Contrast

Revise and Edit to Strengthen Writing
Write a Compare-and-Contrast Paragraph

Contractions
Contractions

High-Frequency Words;
Endings -s, -ed, -ing

Use Details and Examples to Talk About Text

Revise and Edit a First Draft

Revise and Edit to Strengthen Writing

Contractions

High-Frequency Words;
Consonant
ConsonantBlends
Blends

Unit 1 • Module B

Identify How Details Develop a Topic
Identify the Main Topic of a Text

RGEN16_TE2_U1B_Overview.indd 156

ReadyGEN’s
suggested pacing
ensures that
everything students
do is in service of
the PerformanceBased Assessment.

P Stamina
P = Process
Focus S = Strategy Focus
S Fluency

Unit 3 • MODULE A
Suggested Pacing

Friends Around the World

READYGEN LESSONS

developing it with facts.

Reading
30–40 minutes
• Build Understanding
• Close Read
• Benchmark Vocabulary

PERFORMANCE-BASED ASSESSMENT

Planner

Children will write a compare-and-contrast paragraph about two of the
communities they read about in the selections.

Small gRouP Time
14/11/16
7:07 PM
30–40
minutes

Exploring Impact and Effect

WRiTing
30–40 minutes

• Focused Independent
Reading

• Opinion Writing
• Independent Writing
Practice

RGEN16_TE2_U1B_Overview.indd 157

• Small Group Options

• Text Analysis
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language and foundaTional
SkillS in ThiS module
12/11/16

Word Analysis Lessons 1–5: Multiple-Meaning
Words; Lessons 6–10: Suffixes; Lessons 11–15:
Latin Roots; Lessons 11–18: Prefixes
Conventions Verb Tenses; Modal Auxiliaries;
Adjectives; Adverbs; Capitalization; Prepositional
Phrases; Commas; Quotation Marks; Compound
Sentences; Frequently Confused Words

PeRfoRmance-BaSed aSSeSSmenT
10:35 AM

Teacher’s Guide, pp. 192–199
OpiniOn Task: idenTify effecTiVe WRiTing
Students will analyze two of the texts they have
read in this module—Earthquakes and Quake!—and
state and support an opinion about which text more
effectively portrays the impact of earthquakes on
human beings.

leSSon 1
Teacher’s Guide, pp. 12–21

leSSon 2
Teacher’s Guide, pp. 22–31

leSSon 3
Teacher’s Guide, pp. 32–41

Read Trade Book pp. 4–9
Earthquakes

Read Trade Book pp. 10–13
Earthquakes

Read Trade Book pp. 14–17
Earthquakes

BenchmaRk VocaBulaRy
instruments, populated, energy

BenchmaRk VocaBulaRy
dense, churns, strains, stresses

SleuTh pp. 28–29

leSSon 4
Teacher’s Guide, pp. 42–51

leSSon 5
Teacher’s Guide, pp. 52–61

leSSon 6
Teacher’s Guide, pp. 62–71

Reading analySiS Use Details and
Examples to Talk About Text

Reading analySiS Use Details and
Examples to Talk About Text

BenchmaRk VocaBulaRy
violent, vertical

Read Trade Book pp. 18–23
Earthquakes

Read Trade Book pp. 24–29
Earthquakes

Read Trade Book pp. 30–32
Earthquakes

WRiTing State and Support an
Opinion

WRiTing Identify Points of View

Reading analySiS Use Details
and Examples to Talk About Text

BenchmaRk VocaBulaRy
detect, registers, immense, effects

BenchmaRk VocaBulaRy
miniature, erupted, foundations

BenchmaRk VocaBulaRy
slightest, predict

WRiTing Use Facts and Details to
Support an Opinion

language analySiS Compare and
Contrast Ideas within a Text

language analySiS Identify
Figurative Language in Texts

language analySiS Use Text
Features to Talk About Text

WRiTing Identify Comparisons
leSSon 7
Teacher’s Guide, pp. 72–81

leSSon 8
Teacher’s Guide, pp. 82–91

leSSon 9
Teacher’s Guide, pp. 92–101

WRiTing Determine Clear
Introductions

WRiTing Use Linking Words to
Connect Reasons and Opinions

leSSon 10
Teacher’s Guide, pp. 102–111

leSSon 11
Teacher’s Guide, pp. 112–121

leSSon 12
Teacher’s Guide, pp. 122–131

Read Text Collection pp. 13–16
Quake!

Read Text Collection pp. 16–20
Quake!

Read Text Collection pp. 20–24
Quake!

BenchmaRk VocaBulaRy
casual, precaution, unrecognizable

BenchmaRk VocaBulaRy
massive, intact, suggestion

BenchmaRk VocaBulaRy
balancing, queasy, grimacing

language analySiS Identify
Sensory Language in Texts

Reading analySiS Analyze How
We Learn About Characters

language analySiS Identify
Synonyms in a Text

WRiTing Compare and Contrast
Author’s Language

WRiTing Support Reasons with
Details

WRiTing Create a Plan

leSSon 16
Teacher’s Guide, pp. 162–171

leSSon 17
Teacher’s Guide, pp. 172–181

leSSon 18
Teacher’s Guide, pp. 182–191

comPaRe
• Earthquakes
• “Earthshaker’s Bad Day”
• “The Monster Beneath the Sea”

comPaRe
• Earthquakes
• Quake!
• “Earthshaker’s Bad Day”
• “The Monster Beneath the Sea”

comPaRe
• Earthquakes
• Quake!
• “Earthshaker’s Bad Day”
• “The Monster Beneath the Sea”

BenchmaRk VocaBulaRy
immense, effects, massive, intact,
summons, represents, torrent

BenchmaRk VocaBulaRy
detect, registers, aimlessly, emerged,
practical, commotion, decaying

language analySiS Compare
and Contrast Texts

Reading analySiS Compare and
Contrast Texts

WRiTing Improve Your Writing

WRiTing Publish Your Writing

Read Text Collection pp. 5–8
Quake!

Read Text Collection pp. 8–10
Quake!

Read Text Collection pp. 11–13
Quake!

BenchmaRk VocaBulaRy
tensed, coaxed, agitated, frantic

BenchmaRk VocaBulaRy
realized, stampeded, careened

BenchmaRk VocaBulaRy
aimlessly, debris, emerged

Reading analySiS Draw Inferences
to Talk About Text

language analySiS Identify
Figurative Language in Texts

Reading analySiS Compare and
Contrast Settings within a Text

WRiTing Determine Valid Evidence

WRiTing Analyze Valid Evidence

WRiTing Support an Opinion with
Text Evidence

leSSon 13
Teacher’s Guide, pp. 132–141

leSSon 14
Teacher’s Guide, pp. 142–151

leSSon 15
Teacher’s Guide, pp. 152–161

comPaRe
• Earthquakes
• Quake!

Read Text Collection “Earthshaker’s
Bad Day”

Read Text Collection “The
Monster Beneath the Sea”

BenchmaRk VocaBulaRy
transport, summons, represents,
practical

BenchmaRk VocaBulaRy
propelled, commotion, decaying,
torrent

language analySiS Use Context
Clues to Talk About Text

Reading analySiS Use Details to
Talk About Text

WRiTing Writing a Closing Paragraph

WRiTing Rewrite Closing Paragraph

Read pp. 30–31
BenchmaRk VocaBulaRy
erupted, foundations, agitated, frantic
language analySiS Compare and
Contrast Texts
WRiTing Write an Opinion Piece

BenchmaRk VocaBulaRy
instruments, populated, energy,
transport, propelled
Reading analySiS Compare and
Contrast Texts
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Unit 3 • Module A

WRiTing Use Linking Words to
Connet Reasons and Opinions

9

8

Enduring Understandings and Essential
Questions guide student thinking and
create a culture of inquiry around the
Text Sets and tasks.

UNIT 3 • MODULE A

Path to College and Career Readiness
Dig Deeply into Complex Text
Exploring Impact and Effect
TEXT SET
ANCHOR TEXT

SUPPORTING TEXTS

Enduring Understandings

Quake!
Lexile 700L
Literary Text

• Readers understand that different types of texts can
be used to analyze similar topics and ideas.
• Writers understand that evidence can be drawn from
both literary and informational texts to state and
support opinions about a topic.

“Earthshaker’s
Bad Day”
Lexile 740L
Literary Text
Earthquakes
Lexile 1010L
Informational Text

SLEUTH

• Learners understand that science is a newer method
of explaining natural phenomena.

“The Monster
Beneath the Sea”
Lexile 780L
Literary Text

LEVELED TEXT LIBRARY
“Crater Lake”
Lexile 910L
“An Amazing
Discovery”
Lexile 890L

Grandpa’s Rock Kit 520L
Fun with Hobbies and
Science! 530L
The Camping Trip 550L
Crack the Code! 580L
Earth’s Closest
Neighbor 600L
Camping with Aunt
Julie 610L
It’s All in the Soil 640L
Apollo 11 630L

Top Hat Tompkins, The
Detective 650L
The Field Trip 670L
Dolphins: Mammals of the
Sea 690L

“Knows”

“Dos”

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

MODULE GOALS

How do readers use both literary
and informational texts to increase
their understanding of a topic?

Readers will analyze both literary and
informational texts on the same topic.

How do writers use evidence from
both literary and informational texts
to state and support an opinion?

These Birds Can’t Fly! 700L
Mini Microbes 710L
The Missing Iguana
Mystery 760L
Rescuing Whales 780L

Writers will use evidence from both
literary and informational texts to write
an opinion essay.
EXPLORE CONTENT Learners will
understand that the ways in which
people explain natural phenomena
have changed over time.

PERFORMANCE-BASED ASSESSMENT
OPINION TASK: IDENTIFY EFFECTIVE WRITING
Students will analyze two of the texts they have read in this module—Earthquakes
and Quake!—and state and support an opinion about which text more effectively
portrays the impact of earthquakes on human beings.

Use the Text Set to model reading
and writing practices throughout
instruction and help your students
master rigorous standards.

1

Students spend several days on one piece
of text. In order for students to respond
to the Performance-Based Assessment,
they need time to dive deeply into text
and understand the author’s purpose.
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The module prepares students for
the Performance-Based Assessment
with opportunities to practice new
skills and deepen understanding.

Build
Understanding
Read Closely and Cite Evidence in Text
The Close Read begins the hard work of analyzing text.
Students delve into key ideas and details, craft and structure,
and the integration of knowledge and ideas.

ReadyGEN puts content rich literature in every student’s hands.
Rigorous and systematic instruction with embedded
routines promote high engagement and autonomy.
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Generate Vocabulary
How might we help students develop conceptual knowledge? What if we
taught students about how words work, and how they’re connected?
ReadyGEN uses a generative approach to teaching vocabulary. Words are taught
in clusters and not in isolation, with a focus on words that are critical to
understanding the text
Benchmark Vocabulary Words are important for understanding concepts within a text.
By-the-Way Words are sophisticated or unusual Tier II and Tier III words for
known concepts that can be stumbling blocks to comprehending a text.

Analyze
Discussion points and
models allow you to
accurately analyze your
students’ understanding
of the text.
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Build a Solid Foundation
Did You Know? ReadyGEN exposes Kindergarten students to all 26 letters of the alphabet
the first four weeks of the year. By week seven, students are introduced to short a and
begin blending. ReadyGEN introduces long vowels after short vowel sounds, then continues
to spiral and reinforce until students reach mastery. By the end of Unit 5 students have ample
exposure to foundational skills to begin reading independently. The last six weeks of the year
let students do what they want to do—read!

Summary of Skills
Skill

K

1

2

3

4

•

Abbreviations
Acronyms

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Base Words
Comparative Endings

•
•

Complex Spelling Patterns
Compound Words

•

Consonant Blends
Consonant Digraphs
Consonant Patterns
Contractions
Diphthongs

•

Distinguish Vowel/Consonant Sounds
Endings (plurals, -ed, -ing, -er, -est)
Greek / Latin Prefixes / Suffixes
Greek / Latin Roots
Greek / Latin Words
Homographs
Homonyms

•

Homophones
Idioms

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

Inflected Endings
Initial/Medial/Final Sounds

•

Irregular Plurals
Letter Recognition
Long Vowel Sounds
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•

•

5

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Skill
Long Vowels (—spelled CVCe)

K

1

2

•

•

•

3

4

Morphemes
Multiple-Meaning Words

•
•
•
•

Plurals
Possessives
Prefixes / Suffixes
r-Controlled Vowels

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

Related Words
Rhyming Words

•

•

•

•

•
•

Shades of Meaning
Short and Long Vowel Patterns
Short Vowels

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Spellings
Syllables / Syllable Patterns
Synonyms / Antonyms
Unknown Words
Vowel Digraphs
Vowel Patterns
Word Families
Words from Other Languages
(French, German, etc.)

13

•

•

•

Schwa

5

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Teach Foundational
Skills in Three Steps
Foundational skills lessons in ReadyGEN are rigorous, but the integrated approach —
allowing students to build understanding through text and instruction – supports rigorous
standards the way no other program can do.

Step 2

Pre-teach the Foundational Skill using the daily
mini-lessons. Whole group instructional pages in
K-2 provide additional instruction and support
following a gradual release of responsibility model.

Assign more robust Foundational
Skills instruction to students who
may require additional support.

lesson 9

Step 1
Trade Book

Teacher’s
Guide

Text Collection

Scaffolded
Strategies
Handbook

OBJECTIVES

Recognize and read grade-appropriate
irregularly spelled words. RF.1.3.g

Know and apply grade-level phonics and
word analysis skills in decoding words.
RF.1.3

with

is

the

do

a

we

Text Collection

Foundational Skills

IDENTIFY FAMILIAR LETTER-SOUNDS Point
to the letter w in the word
OBJECTIVES
with. What is this letter? (w) Say the word with me: with. What is the sound
Orally produce single-syllable words by
for this letter? (/w/) Repeat for the word we. Point
to the
word
do. Say including
the
blending
sounds
(phonemes)
word with me: do. Point to the letter d. What isconsonant
the sound
for RF.1.2.b
this letter?
blends.
(/d/) In these words we can remember the letters,
we can
also use
the and
Knowand
and apply
grade-level
phonics
sounds we know to help us read the words. word analysis skills in decoding words.

Scaffolded
Strategies Handbook

Teacher’s Guide

FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS

SAY AND SPELL Display the High-Frequency Word Cards for with, is, the,
do, a, and we. Sometimes we learn words by remembering the letters that
spell them. Point to with. This word is with. The word with is spelled with
the letters w, i, t, h. Have children say and spell the word with you. Then
have them say and spell the word without you. Continue with the other
high-frequency words.

leSSon 10

High-Frequency Words

FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS

Foundational Skills

Decode regularly spelled one-syllable
words. RF.1.3.b
Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to
support comprehension. RF.1.4

RF.1.3

WRITE, READ, AND SPELL Write the following sentences: We do the
work. Do it with me. Point to each word as you read the sentences. Have
children read the sentences with you and say each word. Ask them to write
the sentences. Then have them draw a picture of some work they do and
show others doing it with them. Ask children to share their pictures as they
read the sentences.

Phonics

Consonants r/r/, w/w/, j/j/, k /k/; Short e: e/e/

REVIEW Use Sound-Spelling Cards 20, 26, 12, and 13 to review the
DEMONSTRATE MEANING Write the question What do you like to do?
consonants r, w, j, and k. For each card, ask: What sound do you hear at
Read the question with me. Have children take turns saying a sentence that
the beginning of the word ____? What letter spells that sound? Then display
answers the question.
Sound-Spelling Card 6. Read the word with children. Ask: What vowel
sound do you hear at the beginning of the word elephant? What letter
For additional practice, see p. FS21.
spells that vowel sound?

Ww
RJj
r

GUIDE PRACTICE Write the following words. Have children take turns
blending the sounds of each word.
web

red

jet

Ken

leg

wet

j
rw

jell
12

PRACTICE Read the following sentence frames, pointing to each word as
you say it. Have children say a word to complete each sentence. Then have
them draw a picture to
illustrate
one Bof•the
sentences.
Unit
1 • Module
Lesson
9 244a

26
20

jacket
waterfall
rocket

1. Ken had a red ____.
2. Nell can get a ____.
RG17_TG_G1_U1MBL9_pp244a244b.indd 1

EXTEND Have partners take turns saying words with
r, w, j, k, and short e
1/6/17 4:23 AM
and using Letter Tiles to build and read the words.
For additional practice, see p. FS21.

Unit 1 • Module B • Lesson 10
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Step 3

Find over 100
more Foundational
Skills pages for
additional support on
Savvas Realize

Help students make progress toward
Foundational Skills mastery with
Check Progress formative assessments.

15

Foundational Skills Components

Phonics Activity Mats

Letter Tiles

Alphabet Cards

Children use the bilingual mat,
which shows the English alphabet
on one side and the Spanish
alphabet on the other, for word
work and letter tile activities.

Letter tiles can be
used for phonics and
decoding instruction
as well as small group
and independent
activities. Grades K-3

Bilingual cards with
vivid photos build letter
and word recognition
skills. Grades K-3

Grades K-3

Sight Word Cards
available for
Grade 2

Kindergarten Student
Readers

High-Frequency
Word Cards

Foundational Skills
Practice Pages

Weekly on-level readers
practice target sound spellings
by picturing objects that begin
with the target sounds.

Display the High-Frequency
Word Cards for children to
refer to as they learn each
sight word. Grades K-1

Download foundational skills
practice pages on Savvas
Realize for more support.

36 titles, six copies each

16

Grades K–5

Decodable and
Practice Readers
These readers reinforce
and apply the target
sound spellings.

Sound-Spelling Cards
Two-sided cards include a
photograph and the sound for
each letter. Grades 1-3

Grades 1-5

Phonics Songs and
Rhymes Chart

Picture Cards
Each picture card shows a photograph
on the front side and the word that
names the object on the back. Grades K-3

Large, colorful charts introduce
a new song each week to help
children connect sounds to
letters. Grade K

17

Foster Accountable,
Independent Reading
Get into an Independent Reading Routine
Students are much more likely to view reading as a priority when they have some
ownership in the process. That’s why EVERY ReadyGEN lesson provides time for
students to participate in purposeful self-selected reading.

Routines help students develop
habits that lead to successful
independent reading.

18

Rubrics help teachers identify how students are
progressing in reading behaviors, skills, and expectations.

Choose hundreds of full length authentic Trade Books at
each grade aligned to the ReadyGEN unit themes, Lexile
levels, and Fountas and Pinnell Guided Reading levels.
Visit savvas.connecttobooks.com to get started!

19

Broaden Accessibility to
Complex Texts and Tasks
Step 1 of Small Group Time
Give your students the flexibility of choice by allowing them
to select the books they wish to read independently.

20

Step 2 of Small Group Time
ReadyGEN provides a clear choice of
both independent and teacher-directed
options for engaging students during
Small Group Time.

21

Accelerate Learning for All

1W
hat makes the text
challenging?


	Use the Text Complexity Rubrics in the
Scaffolded Strategies Handbook to familiarize
yourself with potential “stumbling blocks”
for each text in this unit.
QUALITATIVE MEASURES
Levels of Meaning

learning about the causes and impacts
of earthquakes and where they occur

Structure

no headings; heavily illustrated
with photos, maps, and diagrams

Language
Conventionality
and Clarity

informational narrative;
scientific terms clearly
defined; illustrations and
photos aid word meaning;
multiple-meaning words

Knowledge Demands

geology of earthquakes;
geography; scientific
terminology

2W
hat types of scaffolds
will my students need?


	Based on your students and the text complexity rubrics, determine
the support students will need to overcome the challenges in the texts.
Use the resources in the Scaffolded Strategies Handbook for support.
		
		
		

• English language learners
• Struggling readers
• Accelerated learners
22

3 How can the

Scaffolded Strategies
Handbook help?

Unlock the Text
	Use Prepare to Read to support students
with tools for accessing key ideas, key
language, and key structures of text.

Unlock Writing
	Develop writing fluency and proficiency
with scaffolded lessons and models in three
key modes of writing (Informative,
Opinion, and Narrative).

Routines and Activities
Scaffold learning with routines and activities
to support reading, writing, speaking,
and listening.

Unlock Language Learning
	Scaffolded lessons help English language
learners unlock the anchor and supporting
texts. Passages, vocabulary, and questions
are geared toward building background
knowledge for students learning English,
so they can dig deeper into vocabulary
and structure—regardless of their
language proficiency.

23

Connected
Writing and
Assessment
In ReadyGEN, writing is taught every
day through the Gradual Release of
Responsibility Model. Students write
to sources, write in the modes of
Informative, Narrative, and Opinion,
and practice the writing process.

WE DO: Students write with
guidance from the teacher and are
taught to carefully analyze, synthesize,
write to sources, or defend claims.

I DO: The text (or student
writing sample) is used as a model
and springboard for teaching the
writing modes and process.
24

YOU DO:
Writing Keystone Checklists
occur throughout the module
to assess students’ ability to write
narrative, informative, or opinion
pieces as they practice
independent writing.
A culminating Performance-Based Assessment
allows students to present, reflect, and respond
to a task. Students use the writing “tools” they
have learned throughout the module.

25

Enhance and
Extend Learning
Students continue their exploration and practice of literacy and language
with school-to-home activities aligned to ReadyGEN texts, writing modes,
and Enduring Understandings.

Interactive Anchor Texts help build
background for all students and
encourage the love of reading.

26

Digital
Learning

With TikaTok, students have fun as they improve their writing skills and produce a
finished product. Templates can be used as is or can be tailored for class assignments.

Invite students to
write, illustrate, and
publish their own
digital storybooks
and projects.

27

Practice Skills Online
A game-based learning environment motivates students
outside the classroom.

Monster Word Mania
Encourage students to strengthen
their generative vocabulary skills.

28

Pack Up the Skills
Build important foundational skills
in a fun, online environment.

29

ReadyUp! Intervention
Whether you need instruction for minor skills improvement or something intensive for
remedial students, ReadyUp! offers integrated intervention that pulls students up, not out.

FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS PATHWAY
Provide in-depth instruction, practice, and assessment for Print Concepts,
Phonological Awareness, Phonics and Word Recognition, and Fluency.
▼

level C • PRACTICe AND ASSeSS

Lesson 9

Decode Words with Prefixes
PRACTICE 1 Use the routine and activity below to introduce the prefixes
re- and un-.

REMIND
STUDENTS
THAT…
• a prefix is a word
part that comes at
the beginning of a
word and changes the
word’s meaning.

Routine
1. Model.

Write and say the word fill. Let’s add the prefix re- to
the beginning of fill. Write re- in front of fill to make
the word refill. Now we have the word refill. The
level
C •“again,”
MODelsoAND
prefix remeans
refillTeACH
means “to fill again.”

• the prefix re- means
“again.”

Lesson 9

• the prefix un- means
“not” or “the
opposite of.”

2. Practice together.

Lessons offer a consistent, familiar
format: Introduce, Model, Teach, and
Practice and can be used in isolation
and in context.

Say it with me: refill. What do the prefix re- and the

Decode Words with Prefixes
word refill mean? Yes! The prefix re- means “again”
and refill means “to fill again.”

Routines, practice, and assessment
at the point of use in each lesson.

RF.2.3.d
Introduce Remind students that many
wordspractice.
can be brokenHave
into smaller
3. Extend
students add the
prefixDecode
re- to other verbs, such
word parts. You already learned how to read words with moreasthan
one
make
and name. words with common
prefixes and suffixes.
syllable. Today we will learn to read words that contain word parts called
Write and say the word safe. Let’s add the prefix un-, which means “not” or
prefixes. A prefix is a word part added to the beginning of a word that changes ObjecTiveS:
“the opposite of,” to the beginning of safe. Write un- in front of safe to make
the meaning of the word it is added to.
• Understand
the me: unsafe.
the word unsafe. Now we have the word unsafe.
Say it with
concept of prefixes.
What
does unsafe
mean? Right!
Unsafe
Model Display or share copies of “Save
a Tree”
from Student
Page S71
andmeans “not safe.” Repeat the process
the
with the word kind. Then display Student Page• Recognize
S72.
read it aloud.

Save a Tree

prefixes re-, un-,
in-, and dis-.

un-

re-

• Understand the
meaning of words

do
tie
with prefixes
re-,
un-, in-, and dis-.
There are some things you can undo. If you
Read
eachaprefix
and word
make a mistake writing
with
pencil,
youaloud.
canThen have students add the prefixes to the
wordsthings
to construct
new undo.
words undo, untie, redo, and retie. Have students
erase it. There are some
youthe
can’t
say their constructed words aloud and write each new word with the correct
Once a tree is cut down,
that tree dies. A new tree
spelling.
must be replanted to replace the one that was
cut down.
MONITOR PROGRESS Distribute or display Student Page S72:
Recycling and reusing paper can save a tree.
Recycling paper may be inconvenient.
unpainted (not painted) repainted (painted again)
Why not just throw it in the trash?
rewrite
(write again)
unhappy (not happy)
But recycling paper means
fewer
trees are cut down. People
unable (not able)
reheat (heat again)
disagree about many
Haveagree
students use the prefix in each word to determine the word’s meaning.
things. But most people
that recycling is a good
idea.
IF… students have difficulty determining the meaning of a word,

Student Pages can be projected digitally
for group work, or printed so students have
their own copies for reading
and writing. ▼

item, model
the process
as described,
and then have the student use the
Point out the word inconvenient. Define
convenient
and then
say: The word
process
to “not.”
respondSo,
toinconvenient
your prompts.
Record
inconvenient has the prefix in-, which
means
means
“notresponses on the scoring chart
on the next page.
convenient.” Point out and say the word disagree. The word disagree has the
prefix dis-, which also means “not.”
So, disagree
means
to agree.”
1. Decode
Words
with“not
Prefixes
(Lesson 9)
RG16_ReadyUP_LevC_PW_TG_L09.indd 72
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THEN… review the meanings of the root word and the prefix re- or un- and
LEVEL C • CHECKPOINT
have students try again.
teach Reread the passage with students. Point out the word undo. Say it with
ASSESSMENT
Phonics and Word Recognition
me: undo. The word undo has two word parts: un- and do. The word part un- is
9–10
T • 72
Phonics
andLESSONS
Word Recognition
a prefix that means
“not”
or “the
opposite
of.” So, undo means to cancel an
ASSESS
MASTERY
Use
this
assess students’ mastery of prefixes
action or to do the opposite of an
action.
Point out
and
sayCheckpoint
the word to
replanted.
and
suffixes.
The word replanted has the prefix re-, which means “again.” So, replanted means
“planted again.”
ADMINISTER THE TEST Administer the Checkpoint to each student. For each

RF.2.3.d Decode
words with common
prefixes and suffixes.

LEVEL C • MODEL AND TEACH

Lesson 9

Save a Tree

7/24/15 11:53 AM

There are some things you can undo. If you make a mistake
writing with a pencil, you can erase it. There are some things
you can’t undo. Once a tree is cut down, that tree dies. A new
tree must be replanted to replace the one that was cut down.

MODEL: I will say five words. Identify the prefix in each word and use the prefix

Review the meaning of each prefix
reinforce
to to
figure
out theunderstanding.
meaning of the word. For example, if I say the word reread,
you will identify the prefix re- and the meaning “read again.”
ASSESS:

RG16_ReadyUP_LevC_PW_TG_L09.indd 71

refill

Recycling and reusing paper can save a tree.
Recycling paper may be inconvenient.
Why not just throw it in the trash? But
recycling paper means fewer trees are
cut down. People disagree about many
things. But most people agree that
recycling is a good idea.

unequal
retie
unafraid T •repack
Phonics and
Word Recognition
71

2. Decode Words with Prefixes (Lesson 9)
MODEL: I will say five words. Identify the prefix in each word and use the prefix
to figure out the meaning of the word. For example, if I say the word incorrect,
7/24/15 11:46 AM
you will identify the prefix in- and the meaning “not correct.”
ASSESS:

inactive

disloyal

disagree

incomplete

Decode Words with Prefixes

disobey

3. Decode Words with Suffixes (Lesson 10)
MODEL: I will say five words. Identify the suffix in each word and use the suffix
to figure out the meaning of the word. For example, if I say the word farmer,
you will identify the suffix -er and the meaning “a person who farms.”
director

gladly

reporter

helpful

6/24/15 5:30 PM

ASSESS:

correctly

S • 71 Phonics and Word Recognition
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4. Decode Words with Suffixes (Lesson 10)
MODEL: I will say five words. Identify the suffix or suffixes in each word and
use the suffix or suffixes to figure out the meaning of the word. For example,
if I say the word cheerfully, you will identify the suffixes -ful and -ly and the
meaning “in a cheerful way.”
ASSESS:

playfully

performer

carefully

hopeful

dishonestly
LEVEL

LEVEL

A

LEVEL

B

LEVEL

C

D

Phonics and Word Recognition T • 79

▼

Checkpoint Assessments offer
short, targeted evaluations after
a lesson. These ongoing formative
assessments guide intervention
and ensure students focus only
on the skills they need to learn.
RG16_ReadyUP_LevC_PW_CP_L09-L10.indd 79

Teacher Guide with Reproducible Student
Pages and Checkpoint Assessments

6/23/15 9:32 PM

Teacher Guide with Reproducible Student
Pages and Checkpoint Assessments

Teacher Guide with Reproducible Student
Pages and Checkpoint Assessments

Foundational skills, reading literature,
reading informational text, writing,
and language

Foundational skills, reading literature,
reading informational text, writing,
and language

Foundational skills, reading literature,
reading informational text, writing,
and language

Targeted, scaffolded lessons

Targeted, scaffolded lessons

Targeted, scaffolded lessons

Multiple entry and exit points

Multiple entry and exit points

Gradual release of responsibility model

Gradual release of responsibility model

Ongoing progress monitoring

Ongoing progress monitoring

Ongoing progress monitoring

LEVEL

E

Teacher Guide with Reproducible Student
Pages and Checkpoint Assessments

30

Teacher Guide with Reproducible Student
Pages and Checkpoint Assessments
Foundational skills, reading literature,
reading informational text, writing,
and language
Targeted, scaffolded lessons

Multiple entry and exit points
Gradual release of responsibility model

Multiple entry and exit points
Gradual release of responsibility model

LEVEL

Ongoing progress monitoring

Teacher Guide with Reproducible Student
Pages and Checkpoint Assessments

Foundational skills, reading literature,
reading informational text, writing,
and language

Foundational skills, reading literature,
reading informational text, writing,
and language

Targeted, scaffolded lessons

Targeted, scaffolded lessons

Multiple entry and exit points

Multiple entry and exit points

Gradual release of responsibility model

Gradual release of responsibility model

Ongoing progress monitoring

Ongoing progress monitoring

LEVEL

G

F

Teacher Guide with Reproducible Student
Pages and Checkpoint Assessments
Reading literature, reading informational
text, writing, and language
Targeted, scaffolded lessons
Multiple entry and exit points
Gradual release of responsibility model
Ongoing progress monitoring

Strategic
Support

READING, WRITING, AND LANGUAGE PATHWAY
Access in-depth instruction, practice, and assessment in Reading Literature,
Reading Informational Text, Writing, and Language.
LEVEL C • MODEL AND TEACH

LEVEL C • READ

Start with
Read

▼

Lesson 29

Lesson 29

Understand Academic and Domain-Specific Words

DIRECTIONS Read “Dancing Bees” and look for words and phrases that
describe bees.

Dancing Bees
1

4

RI.2.4 Determine
the meaning of words
and phrases in a text
relevant to a grade 2
topic or subject area.

MODEL Display or distribute Student Page S193 and read it aloud. Call
students’ attention to domain-specific and academic words.

See also L.2.4.c

Dancing Bees
1

2

Honeybees like flowers. Bees travel from flower
to flower. At each flower, bees get nectar. Nectar is
a sweet liquid that flowers have. Bees use nectar to
make honey.
After honeybees get enough nectar, they carry
it back to their hive. Many bees live together in a
hive. When a bee finds nectar, the bee wants to tell
other bees. That way the other bees can find the
nectar, too. This means more honey for the hive.
Bees make honey so they will have food in
academic word
the winter.

TEACH After students read, draw their attention to the domain-specific
words nectar and hive. Remind students that domain-specific words are related
to a specific topic in this case, honeybees, or a specific subject area, such as
science. Explain that being able to identify words as domain-specific can help
students find the correct meaning of the word.

So how do bees communicate? They dance! A
waggle dance tells other bees where to find nectar.
It is performed in a special part of the hive. That
part of the hive is like a dance floor. Bees with
good news go there to share it.
Other bees gather around to watch the bee
dance. The bee moves its wings. It walks in a line
between two loops. Soon the two loops make a
figure eight.

Model using a dictionary to look up the word hive and discuss the multiple
meanings: “a home for bees” and “a skin rash.” Ask: Which definition is the
correct one for this text? (a home for bees) Repeat this strategy for nectar, and
have students choose the correct meaning from the multiple definitions.
Point out the academic word means, and remind students that this word can
be used across topics. Offer other examples of academic words, such as list,
locate, review, and apply. Have students brainstorm synonyms for means and
then discuss which synonyms best apply to the passage about bees. Repeat this
process with other academic words.

RG16_ReadyUP_LevC_RI_TG_L29.indd 193

Lesson 29

• Use context or
classroom resources,
such as a dictionary,
to find the meaning of
academic and domainspecific words.

Model
and Teach

Evaluate
students with
Checkpoint
Assessments

• Use academic and
domain-specific
words in discussion
and writing.

BUILD
VOCABULARY
Use Base Words
Point out the
word performs in
paragraph 7 on
Teacher Page T192.
Say: I see the base
word perform.
Perform means to do
something, like dance,
sing, or act, in front
of others. Performs
is perform with an s
ending. Ask: What
other words have the
same base word as
performs? (performed,
performing)
Have students use
the same strategy
with the word dances.
Define the base word
or guide students to
use a dictionary to
find its meaning.

8/7/15 12:05 PM

LEVEL C • PRACTICE AND ASSESS

▼

Practice
and Assess

8/7/15 12:05 PM

• Identify academic
and domainspecific words in an
informational text.

Reading Informational Text T • 193

Reading Informational Text T • 191
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OBJECTIVES:

domainspecific words

▼

3

INTRODUCE Say: In this passage, the author describes bees and their lives by
using special words, such as hive, which is the home bees create for themselves.
These words are called domain-specific words. The author also uses academic
words, such as performs. Academic words can relate to many different topics.

▼

2

Honeybees like flowers. Bees travel from flower
to flower. At each flower, bees get nectar. Nectar is
a sweet liquid that flowers have. Bees use nectar to
make honey.
After honeybees get enough nectar, they carry
it back to their hive. Many bees live together in a
hive. When a bee finds nectar, the bee wants to
tell other bees. That way the other bees can find
the nectar, too. This means more honey for the
hive. Bees make honey so they will have food in
the winter.

Understand Academic and Domain-Specific Words

LEVEL C • CHECKPOINT

Understand Academic and Domain-Specific Words

ASSESSMENT

Reading Informational Text

LESSONS 29–30

REMIND
STUDENTS
THAT…
• domain-specific
words are used to
describe a certain
topic.

PRACTICE 1 Remind students that domain-specific words have a particular
meaning when they are used to tell about a specific subject, and that academic
words can be used in many different subjects. Display or distribute Student
Page S194 and read it aloud.

3

• academic words can
be used to describe
many different topics.

4

ASSESS MASTERY Use this Checkpoint to assess students’ mastery of the
Level C Reading standards listed here.
ADMINISTER THE TEST Display or distribute Teacher Page T204. Then
administer the Checkpoint to each student.
1. Read aloud the story on the following page.
2. Read questions 1–4 and have students respond. Encourage them to reread
the story as needed.
3. Check students’ answers using the Scoring chart.

So how do bees communicate? They dance!
A waggle dance tells other bees where to find
nectar. It is performed in a special part of the hive.
That part of the hive is like a dance floor. Bees with
good news go there to share it.
Other bees gather around to watch the bee
dance. The bee moves its wings. It walks in a line
between two loops. Soon the two loops make a
figure eight.

SCORING
SKILL/LESSON

Point out the word communicate. Ask: Does this word relate only to bees?
Pause for student responses. No, you can use the word communicate, which
means “to share ideas and information,” when you are talking about many
different topics. This means that communicate is an academic word. Repeat this
process using a domain-specific word form the passage, such as nectar.
Point out that domain-specific words help readers understand a topic better,
so they are important to learn. Say: For example, hive is a very specific word
for the place where bees live. Learning domain-specific words such as hive and
nectar will help you to better understand the subject of bees.
Have students work in pairs to identify other academic and domain-specific
words. Remind them that academic words can be used to describe many topics,
but domain-specific words just describe a special topic. When students are
done identifying words, have them share their answers with the class. Offer
feedback as needed.

STANDARD

1. Understand
Academic and
Domain-Specific
Words
(Lesson 29)

RI.2.4

2. Understand
Academic and
Domain-Specific
Words
(Lesson 29)

RI.2.4

ANSWER

SCORING

RI.2.4 Determine
the meaning of words
and phrases in a text
relevant to a grade 2
topic or subject area.
RI.2.5 Know and use
various text features
(e.g., captions, bold
print, subheadings,
glossaries, indexes,
electronic menus,
icons) to locate key
facts or information in
a text efficiently.

A
_____ / 1

C
_____ / 1

3. Use Text Features RI.2.5
(Lesson 30)

A, B, C

4. Use Text Features RI.2.5
(Lesson 30)

C

_____ / 3
_____ / 1

An overall score of 80% is typically considered mastery. Use your judgment and
your individual students’ needs as well to determine skill mastery.
IF… you determine that students have not demonstrated sufficient mastery of
one or more skills,
THEN… review needed skills, going back to the lessons to reteach and scaffold
as needed.

MONITOR PROGRESS Have students explain why a word they identified
above is an academic or domain-specific word.
IF… students cannot identify academic and domain-specific words,
THEN… review the definitions of academic and domain-specific and model how
to look up words like this in a dictionary.

T • 194 Reading Informational Text
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ReadyGEN
Biliteracy Pathway
While parallel language programs move students toward English acquisition by
providing duplicate materials in Spanish, the Biliteracy Pathway offers a unique
instructional delivery that enables students to develop high levels of proficiency
in Spanish as well as English.

LEARNING RESOURCES
The ReadyGEN Biliteracy Pathway provides a complete set of learning
resources to help students develop literacy and linguistic skills in
both languages.
A Biliteracy Pathway Unit consists of a Pathway Module (Module P)
paired with an English-language ReadyGEN module.

The Sequential Approach 			

The Integrated Approach

The Pathway Module is taught			
Daily instruction is split between the
first, followed by the paired			
Pathway Module and the paired
English module.					English module.
Both approaches are designed to support a 90-120 minute literacy block.

Biliteracy Pathway • Options for Instruction
The Biliteracy Unit: Sequential Approach
The Pathway Module is taught first, followed by the Paired English Module. Each Biliteracy Pathway Module will be paired with an
English Module to form a Biliteracy Pathway Unit.

90–120 min per day

Pathway Module (Module P)
Spanish Literacy Instruction
(8 Spanish literacy lessons
in K-2)*
Spanish Language Development

Paired English Module (Module A or Module B)
Spanish
PBA

Cross-language
Connections
(4 lessons)

Optional ELA/ELD Instruction: Print and digital resources from
ReadyGEN

English Literacy Instruction
English Language Development

English
PBA
Biliteracy
Unit
Wrap-up

Optional SLA/SLD Instruction: Print and digital
resources from the ReadyGEN Biliteracy Pathway
and alternative resources

* In Grades 3-6, there are 9 Spanish Literacy lessons and a Literacy Project that is done over 5 lessons.

The Biliteracy Unit: Integrated Approach
Daily instruction is split between the Pathway Module and the Paired English Module; students receive instruction simultaneously in
Spanish literacy and English literacy.

90–120 min per day

Pathway Module (Module P)
Spanish Literacy Instruction
Spanish Language Development
Strategically Integrated Cross-language Connections

Spanish
PBA

Optional SLA/SLD
Instruction
Biliteracy
Unit
Wrap-up

Paired English Module (Module A or Module B)
Optional ELA/ELD
Instruction

English
PBA

English Literacy Instruction
English Language Development

32

Ready for more? Download the
Biliteracy Pathway Program Preview
at Savvas.com/readygen

Spanish Leveled Text Library
50 Leveled Texts per grade help students develop
self-extending reading and thinking strategies.
• Texts are connected to unit concepts or
selection topics.
• Texts cover a wider range of text complexities
at each grade level.
• Texts serve as an on-ramp for struggling student
or extension activities for students needing
more challenge.

Sigue el camino hacia la lectura
cuidadosa usando los consejos
de un superdetective . . .

camino hacia la lectura
a usando los consejos
perdetective . . .

stas

Busca pistas

Sigue el camino hacia la lectura
cuidadosa usando los consejos
de un superdetective . . .

■

Haz preguntas

■

Reúne evidencias

■

Haz preguntas

■

Justifica tu caso

■

Justifica tu caso

tu caso

■

¡Demuéstralo!

■

¡Demuéstralo!

tralo!

Justifica tu caso

Demuéstralo!

Pathway
Biliteracy Pathway
HANDBOOK

TEACHER’S
GUIDE

2

VOLUME 1

Biliteracy Pathway Handbook

Reúne evidencias

Haz preguntas

Biliteracy

K–6

gue el camino hacia la lectura
idadosa usando los consejos
un superdetective . . .

• One trade book per unit (6 trade books per grade
at Grades K–2 and 4 trade books per grade at
Grades 3–6)
• Spanish trade books offer a collection of full-length
authentic literary and informational texts to engage
students in multiple close readings of appropriately
complex text.
GRADES

■

untas

Conceptually Related Spanish Trade Books

Biliteracy Pathway
HANDBOOK
■

■

■

GRADES

K–6
Sigue el camino hacia la lectura
cuidadosa usando los consejos
de un superdetective . . .

■

FPO

Implementation support for the
Biliteracy Pathway
Professional development articles
on biliterate learners and biliteracy
instruction
Strategies and routines to support
biliteracy
Contrastive analysis of language
features in English and Spanish

Sigue el camino hacia la lectura
cuidadosa usando los consejos
de un superdetective . . .

■

Reúne evidencias
Haz preguntas

■

■

Reúne evidencias

Justifica tu caso

■

■

Haz preguntas

¡Demuéstralo!

■

■

Justifica tu caso

■

¡Demuéstralo!

Teacher’s Guide
• Two volumes per grade, each with 12 lessons built
upon a Spanish Text Set.
• Offers a rich array of biliteracy strategies
and activities including bridging activities and
suggestions for extension activities in English.

Detective
• A collection of short, high-interest reading selections
to sharpen students’ critical thinking skills.
• 3- two page selections per unit in Grades K-2 and
4- two page selections per unit in Grades 3-6.

Biliteracy Handbook
• Detailed information on Biliteracy, with support
for the strategies and routines incorporated into
the lessons.

Online Text Collection
• Extend and engage students with additional Spanish
fiction, nonfiction, and poetry texts.
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Professional Development
What about that favorite book you love to teach? MyGEN offers
step-by-step instruction on how to adapt any module.

Replace any Anchor or
Supporting Text with
another selection.

Craft Essential
Questions and Enduring
Understandings and
identify standards.
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Professional
Development

Formulate questions
and activities to support
student learning and
develop PerformanceBased Assessments.

Image 3

On-Site Professional
Development

Online Professional
Development at
mySavvasTraining.com

Choose the service pathway that
best supports your desired learner
outcome goals.

Get 24/7 access to online
videos and tutorials.
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Components
Student Resources — English
GRADE

Text Collection

GRADE

K

Text Collection

5

Follow the path to close reading
using the Super Sleuth Tips . . .
■

Gather Evidence

■

Ask Questions

■

Make Your Case

■

Prove It!

ISBN-13: 978-0-328-78992-4
ISBN-10:
0-328-78992-5

9

780328 789924

RG14_SLTH_0328789925_G5.indd 1

Kindergarten
Classroom Package

7/13/13 1:23 PM

Classroom Library (K-6)

Student Package (1-6)

•	Text Collection Volumes 1-6,
Big Books, and Little Book
6-packs
• Digital Access to Savvas 		
Realize for up to 25 students

• Kindergarten—12 Trade Books,
one copy of each, to be used
as a read-aloud library

• Text Collection:
Six volumes-Grade 1; Two 		
volumes- Grades 2-6
• Sleuth
• Digital Access to
Savvas Realize

• Grades 1-6—12 Trade Books,
25 copies of each

Student Resources — Biliteracy
Sigue el camino hacia la lectura
cuidadosa usando los consejos
de un superdetective . . .
■

Busca pistas

■

Haz preguntas

■

Justifica tu caso

■

¡Demuéstralo!

Authentic Spanish Texts
(K-6)

• Six trade books at Grades K–2
• Four trade books at
Grades 3–6

Sigue el camino hacia la lectura
cuidadosa usando los consejos
de un superdetective . . .
■

Reúne evidencias

■

Haz preguntas

■

Justifica tu caso

■

¡Demuéstralo!

Detective

Leveled Text Library
(K-6)

• High-interest selections
to sharpen students’
critical thinking skills
• Grade K Detective is located
inside the Teacher’s Guide

• Up to 50 topically related
texts in Spanish, six copies each
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Leveled Text Library
(K-6)

• 60 topically related texts,
six copies each

Components

Teacher Resources
Pathway

K–6

2

GRADES

Biliteracy

GRADE

Teacher’s Guide

TEACHER’S
GUIDE

2

Biliteracy Pathway
HANDBOOK

Biliteracy Pathway Handbook

VOLUME 1

Biliteracy Pathway
HANDBOOK
■

■

■

GRADES

K–6

Teacher’s Guide
Package

• Six units, K-2;
Four units, 3-6
• Digital Access to
Savvas Realize
• Implementation Guide,
including:
• Tips for successful
implementation
• Annotated lessons
• Standards maps
and correlations
• Classroom management
suggestions

Scaffolded Strategies
Handbook (K-6)

Biliteracy Pathway
Teacher’s Guide Package
• Two volumes per grade, built
upon a Spanish Text Set
• Annotated lessons
• Suggested pacing
• Cross Language
Connections lessons
• Literacy projects, Grades 3-6

• Strategies to unlock text,
writing, and language learning
• Activities and routines for
reading, writing, and
vocabulary acquisition
• Support for ELLs, struggling
readers, and accelerated 		
learners

Reader’s and Writer’s Journal
and Teacher’s Guide (K-6)

• Reading and writing response opportunities
• Practice vocabulary and phonics
• Hands-on close reading practice with
interactive Sleuth passages

Assessment Student Book
and Teacher’s Manual (K-6)

• Answer keys, rubrics, and reproducibles

Additional Resources

• ReadyUp! Intervention Levels A-G (see page 30)
• Foundational Skills Resources (K-5)(see page 16)
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■

FPO

Implementation support for the
Biliteracy Pathway
Professional development articles
on biliterate learners and biliteracy
instruction
Strategies and routines to support
biliteracy
Contrastive analysis of language
features in English and Spanish

Biliteracy Pathway
Handbook

• Implementation Support
for the ReadyGEN
Biliteracy Pathway
• Professional Development
articles on biliteracy instruction
• Biliteracy strategies, routines,
and rubrics
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